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The meeting was called to order at IO.50 a.~.

I. }@. SHUMAEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that each country’s
development was largely dependent upon the availability of qualified national
personnel and that the main reason why the developing countries were lagging behind
in economic and social respects was that the colonial rule under which they had
lived for so long had prevented them from providing for the training of their
nationals. The developinH countries must now therefore define and apply a specific
policy for the utilization of human resources.

2. Without wishing to question the value of the report on the role of qualified
national personnel in the social ~nd economic development Of %he developing
countries (DP/443)~ he thought that i% over-emphasized the objectives of human
resources development and did not give enough prominence to the means of achieving
those objectives.

3. The USSR, which had a great deal of experience in %hat field~ oonsidered that
the training of local cadres should be accelerated, should be carried out in the
country itself and should be directed towards the masses. His Government had
financed various training programmes in the developing countries, notably in Iran,
Turkey and India, where in 1978, there had been 5~000~ ]~5OO and ~,I00 Soviet
experts respectively. His Government noted that the developin@ countries were
willing %o accept such programmes in their o~ territory, for in that way they did
no~ need %o pay for their nationals! travelling and subsistence expenses which they
had to defray Wen they were trained abroad. ~-%rthermore, whereas in the case of
training sponsored by the United Nations it frequently happened that, after the
completion of training programmes which might last up to IOyears~ the internationally
recruited experts left the counsry concerned wfChout having managed to train
counterpart personnel, training p~ojects financed by his Government had madeit
possible to train highly qualified local experts very quickly. In that connexion,
he said that UNDP should redouble its efforts to reduce the cost of expert services~
which was currently very high.

4-. In addition, in o~der to enable experts from developing countries to acquire
further skills and additional qualifications, more seminars, refresher courses and
study trips should be organized both~ in the developing and in the developed
countries. His Government had organized~ in collaboration with UNIDO and ~PPA
among others~ over 20 seminars and courses of all kinds annually for ¯which it
provided half the financing. It would like jUKOP to arrange more activities of that
kind i~ the USSR~ which would be a good way of using the contributions paid by, the
USSR in no~-convertib!e currency.

5. The seminars, training aourses~ eta. held under United Nations auspi0es shouid
be organized with greater care~ for not uncommonly participants in seminars were
not really experts in the subject matter~ or they arrived after the date scheduled
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for the beginning of the proceedings or they were unfamiliar with the l~Ngns~ge
in which the seminar was Conducted, and as a consequence the success of such
meetings was inevitably compromised.

6. He added that the problem of the brain drain was extremely serious, and UNDP
should take very significant steps to deal ~rith it. T~e brain drain was in fact
a form of plundering of the resources of the developing countries. The nationals
of those countries ~0 had received some training must be persuaded $o stay in
their home countries or to return there in order to participate in the national
development effort.

7. Mr. I~IGI (Japan) noted ~rith satisfaction that, in his report on the role 
qualified national personnel in the social and economic development of the
developing countries (DP/443), ~ich contained relevant statistics and reasonable
recommendations, the Administrator had placed great emphasis on the key element
of development, namely htunan resources development. He recommended that research
in that field should be continued, taking into account the vie~s and experience of
Cove rnmen t s.

8. Japan followed with great sympathy and interest the efforts of the developing
countries which were making every effort, as Japan had, to build an economic and
social infrastructure and particularly to develop their human resources.

9. In 1979, his Government had launched a ~[;5 million feilo~ship programme to
train persons from developing countries. It was now considering, with the
Government of the United States of America, various projects for the promotion Of
human resources development for countries in the Asian and Pacific region, including
the establishment of national and regional training and research and development
institutes.

lO. In his delegation’s view, technical co-operation among developing countries
was an excellent way of promoting the training of qualified national personnel in
the developing countries; at the same time, his de~ gation considered that %he
developed countries should be more generous in financing activities in that fie~d.
Furthermore, care should be taken to en’~ure that the application of science and
technolos~j benefited no% only zn 61ire minority in the developing countries but
also the masses. Small and medium-sized enterprises could play a particularly
significant part in meeting the basic needs of the masses and maximizing gro%rth and
employment.

1i~ The report of the Administrator (DP/443) contained a number of reasonable
recommendations on the very delicate problem of the brain drain which deserved
serious attention.

12. If, as he hoped, draft decision DP/GC/XXVII/CRP.8, by which the report of the
Administrator would be referred to the Economic and Social Council, was adopted,
his delegation would pursue the question of human resources development further
during the discussion of the report in that body.



13. Mr. VI~IBOBO (Fiji)said that each country had to decide for itself what its

education objectives were~ define the policy required to achieve them and determiner
in terms of the time available~ the amount of resources to be allocated to the
task and the number of foreicn e~qoerts to be recruited to make up for lost time.

14. Unfortunately, in determining objectives and policies~ if the State was the
sole provider of resources for training, there was a danger of conflict between
the State and individuals~ for~ contrary to a very common belief~ the State and
individuals did not necessarily expect the same things from education.

15. Furthermore, in view of the number of persons who did not manage to find
cainful employment~ despite the considerable funds devoted to education in the
majority of developing countries, and despite the training, one might well ask
whether the education currently provided was appropriate to their needs and if the
authorities’ views on education were in fact correct.

16. The reason why ms~y countries lacl~ed qualified personnel to carry out their
development programmes was not only that the educational system was ill adapted
to its needs and could not train the manpower required~ but also that~ rather than
enter the public sector whioh needed them so badly~ many nationals of those
countries who had received advanced training chose either to work in the private
sector which offered them higher salaries, or ~0 emigrate voluntarily or under
pressure from the authorities ~ho~ in time~:of turmoil~ frequently soucht to get rid
of intellectuals and highly qualified people whose criticism they feared. Such
a brain drain, from which the public sector ~as the first to s~fer~ ~as very
harmful to the economic and social development of developing countries~ since their
development effort was larcely based on the public sector.

17. The qualified personnel which the developing countries managed to keep faced
two problems. First, technology changed so rapidly that they found it difficult
to keep up with the latest progress~ particularly with regard to machinery and
equipment in general~ especially since the developed countries tended to supply
the third world countries with obsolete machinery and equipment. Second~ such
persons~ particularly when they had received advanced traiming~ rarely had occasion
to us@ it~ which was extremely frustrating for them. ’i~us~ he felt that in certain
situations~ the Governments of the developin~ countries should require pupils who
had concluded their secondary education to wo~ for two years~ in order to become
familiar with specific problems and think about their future~ before they were
sponsored for higher education.

18. Speak~ing on the subject of integrated rural development and the qualifie& personnel
required to carry out the relevant activities, he felt that it would be dangerous
to train too many e~erts~ because they tended ~o it:more the real needs of the rur~l
population and to ne~:lect all aspects of rural development which were not directly
connected with their field of competence. Excessive specialization led to the
same disappointments as the single-sectorapproach which had been abandoned for:an
integrated approach to rural development.

19. He stressed that the object of education was not simply %o train "units of
production" but to give individuals the know-how and know,ledge to which they were
entitled and which would enable them to choose freely the path they wished to
follow. In attempting to adapt the educational system to their needs, developing
countries must therefore ensure that the quality of the education provided was
maimtained and its universal character preserved.



20. }Jr. TRANAEUS (Observer for Sweden), speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries~
emphasized the importance of the development of human resources~ on which depended
the success of all development efforts at all levels. The Administrator must
have found it frt~:trating to condense the mass of documentation available into
32 paces. It was therefore unders~and~ole that his report (DP/443) should consist
essentially of a series of itemized analyses of achievements sad shortfalls9
followed by recommenS:ations which illustrated~ not only the complex nature of the
issues but also the widely differing situations in which the developing countries
found themselves with respect to human resources development.

21. Some countries9 particularly the newly independent ones~ faced acute shortages
of qualified nationals at virtually all levels and had not the me&us to draw Up -
let alone implement - comprehensive plans for humm~ resources development. The
major oil exporting countries were under no financial constraints~ and most of them
had embarked on major national schemes of education and training, in the meantime
using e~<patriate personnel. Other countries had the meems to train more staff
than they could absorb, owing to insufficient economic growth and lack of financial
resources for development~ sad had become]arge-soale exporters of human skills.
Most developing countries had been unable as yet to tackle their human resources
problems in a comprehensive manner m~d had had to resort to partial solutions ¯
involving difficult and often painful choices among priorities. Priority had
often been given to the modern or organized sector of society~ at the expense of
the traditional sector covering the rural areas and the vast majority of the
population where the need for educational m~d training resources was most acute.
In that connexion~ he pointed out that illiteracy was tending to increase in many
developin C countries.

22. It was often said that the developing countries were generously endowed with
one asset necessary for development~ namely human resources. However~ that
asset was far from being fully exploited~ as was illustrated by the minor role
of women in society and in the development process. No doubt the World Conference
on the United Nations Decade for Women~ to be held in Copenhagen in July 1980~
would address it~o~ ~ forcefully to that ~sue.

23. Another difficulty was that individuals did not always identify themselves
~ith the broader national interest as perceived by governments. The report
(DP/443) referred to the difficulty of inducing qualified personnel to serve 
remote rural areas as long as career opportunities and remuneration prospects
were better in the urban centres. ~e phenomenon of the brain drain was also
frequently an expression of that conflict. ~le report spoke of voluntary migration~
that was very much the same~ except that comparatively few migrant workers would wish
to settle permanently in the adopted co~ntry~ even if given the choice. The
brain drain could be stopped if a com~try denied its nationals the righ~ to seek
bet~r opportunities of employment abroad~ but only a minority of developing
countries had chosen that course~ which was likely to become counter-productive
in the lon~ rim. Paragraphs 114 to 116 of the report identified various measures
for reversing the brain drain9 which suggested that they had been practised with



success. It ~Jould have been interesting to have 1~ore details - esoecially
fi~ures - on that matter~ ~Jhich the Administrator 1:,~i~ht !~ave done had he not
had to respect the 32-page iimit. In the circumsta~ces~ there was ample evidence
for the view that the problem of the brain drain would remain a c!obal phenomenon
as lon~ as there remained a marked imbalance bet~Jeen countries with respect to
opportunities for professional development and material rewards.

24. lu general, document DP/44~ appeared to g~ive rise to few objections and its
conclusions ~ere borne out by the e~erience gained by the ~ordic countries in
their bilateral development co-operation. However~ the development of human
resources in the developing countries ~as above all dependent on the will and
capacity of the countries themselves. His delectation would have liked to know
the opinion of many representatives of developin~ countries on the picture of
the situation given in the report and on 4he recommendations made to governments
and to the United Nations system~ which ~ere not entirely consistent. The
Administrator would thus have been able to supplement his repor~ before transmitting
it to the General Assembly through the Economic and Social Council.

25. To the e~tent that the report provided ~idelines for further United Nations
assistance in human resources development~ it would no doubt be useful 9 but
it was for the developing countries themselves to carry out the tremendous task
of training and utilizing qualified national personnel. ~e technical
co-operation of the United Nations system could be effectively supplemented by
bilateral donors~ the World Dan/~ and the regional development banks, especially
in the infrastructure mld 0aDital coeds sectors.

26. The question of global priorities and the attention given to them in country
programme documents had been discussed at len~;th at the current session. The
recommendations made in document DP/443 had been drawn to a considerable extent
from such strate~ies~ and the report mentioned certain instrt~ments adopted in
various forums~ ~hich showed that hi, an resources development was an essential
element in virtually every sectoral ~%d intersectoral strategy. At the sametime~
that was a subject with an identity of its own~ in the sense that the optimum
management of human mesources could only be achieved by means of a comprehensive
approach~ t~in~ into account national interests and priorities.

27. UI~DP had complied ~ith the mandate of acting as "lead organization" given
to it by the General Assembly, but the recommendations in the report did not
identify the role that could be played by the whole international community in
assisting the developin~ countries to develop h~man resources in the 19SOs. The
Administrator,s report should serve as a timely input in the preparation of the
International Development Strategy, which should assign a central role to the
development of h~nan resources~ it was to be hoped that that strategy would provide
the guidance needed for joint efforts by developing and developed countries to
make full use of the human resources with ~hich the aeve_onmnC

~ ] ~" ¢ countries were so
richly end0~ed.

28. ~e Hordic countries supported the dr~t Decision prepared on that matter
(DP/CC/XVII/CRP.8) but would have liked it to refer to the vital importance 
the development of human resources.

i



29. Ms. SCHELTEMA (Netherlands) said that her delegation endorsed the view that the
development of human resources was of great importsa~ce to the deveioptng countries
and should be linked to other economic, social and cultural objectives, as mentioned
in the Administrator’s excellent report (DP/443, para. 85(a)). The promotion 
self-reliance was particularly dependent on the strengthening of industrial and
technological capabilities in all sectors and at all levels, which in turn depended
on the policy formulation and planning capability of qualified personnel.

30. Development did not begin with structures or organizations, but with people~
hence the vital importance of education and training. Plsamuing, msmagement and
information with ~espect to human resources were particularly well suited to
international co-operation - bilateral ~d multilateral - and ~DP should therefore
focus more on that sector, stressing the educational aspects of its projects,
promoting the recruitment of local personnel in project execution, ~nd keeping in mind
the ~eneral objectives of adequate manpower planning when periodically reviewing

ctttntry programmes.

31. The Netherlands was in the process of changing the system of training courses for
nationals from developing countries, m~{ing increasing use of specialized training
capacities to strengthen education a% v~io~ levels in developing countries. In
addition, a programme was being set up with the object of strengthening the research
capacities of developing countries.

32. The Administrator’s report rightly recognized that teachers should interact with
the community in which they worke~ (DP/443, para. 66), and stressed the need to train
middle-level personnel~ that was ~ importantfactor in e~<tending %he benefit of
Icaowledge to vast numbers of people on whose efforts further development largely
depended (DP/443, para. 67).

33. The section on integrated rural development (paragraphs 34-48.)clearly showed the
need to train not only specialists but also generalists. The long-term perspective
deserved far more ~ttention, even if short-term successes were more attractive.

34. On the other hand, it was also necessary to train highly specialized personnei
in sectors such as pho%ogrammetry, industrial mam_~gement~ em~ancemen% of the status of
women s~d mass media. That problem could be partially dealt wish at the national
level, but U~P smd the United Nations system should increase their contributions in
that respect through fellowship programmes and training programmes. Technical
co-operation among developing co~_ntries should also play a useful role.

35. Her delegation in general approved the recommendations made in section V of the
document (DI~/443).

36. ~b. MORSE (Administrator of UNDP) sai~ that he had listened veer carefully to the
comments made on document DP/443 and that UNDP would tahe them fully into account in

preparing its future projects and programmes. He would also transmit the
recommendations made to the governments, so that they could take them into account



when preparing their pro grammes. I_u reply to the Observer for Swe~en~ who had
emphasized the problem of the brain drain, he drew attention to the report by the
Secretary-General of the United ~Tations on reverse transfer of technology (A/34/593)-

PROGPJ’,~"~,m IHPLE~{TATIOH (agenda item 4-) (continued)

PROG_R/,~,~,[~ PLI~TNING I~D PREPARATION FOR TEE THIRD PROG~%/@’,~. CYCLE (a~enda item 5)

COUNTRY ~2’~ INTERCOU}~RY PROGF~Dt£ES I,}[D PROJECTS (agenda item 6) (continued)

37. Hr. £LBOPATOZ (Ecuador) welcomed the progress made in pro,gramming, as regards
both co,retry programmes and regional or interregional progranmes. He thanked the
Director of the Recional Office for Latin America for his ~Liiring efforts to promote
the development of the Latin American countries. He also paid a tribute to several
residenb representatives who~ in Latin America or elsewhere~ had devoted their Iive~
to the ideals of UNDP and had made valiant efforts to improve the living conditions
of future generations. Their activities formed part of a noble international
co-operative endeavour to ensure the transfer of tecbm_ologies which would enable the
developing countries %o become more self-reIL~t and contribute to economic growth
and social justice, while reducing the gap between low-income and high-income
countries.

38. The regional report submitted the preceding week had confimmed the characteristics
of the programme for Latin America~ ,high execution rate of governmental development
plans, concentration on social anti-poverty projects, pro~s~mes related to the
cultural heritage, increased investment in national resources in relation to UNDP’s
relatively modest 9 but very effective contribution~ importance given to agricultur~l
productivity and industrial development to provide full employment, search for
appropriate technology, continuous expansion of the TCDC programme, promotion of
projects for ne~y-independent island countries.

39. The Latin 2~erican countries reaffirmed their detel~mination to defend the
essential, original characteristics of ~{DP, particularly its universality and
voluntary nature~ the value of which had been proved since the inception of the
Programme s~d especially durin~ the second programming cycle amdwhich formed part
of the multilateral efforts to establish the new international economic order.

40. Latin America’s position had been stated at the meeting of the Latin }merican
Economic System (SELA). The Ministers present at that ~" ~"mee~mng had emphasized the
need for TCDC, with the ultimate objective of attaining national self-reliance and
promoting the new international economic order~ had welcomed the efforts made by
the Latin Americsm countries to increase their contributions by 14 per cent per year,
in accordance with the target set~ had reaffirmed that all cotmtries participating
in the Programme should promptly honour their commitments~ had reaffirmed the need
to gram b %o recipient coumtries an IPF no~; lower than that of the second cycle~ and
had voicedtheir opposition to the "threshold" principle. He requested that the
important document prepared at that meeting should be circulated to participants in
the Council.



CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT DECISIONS

Role of quaiified r~tional personnel in the social and economic development of
the developing countries (agenda item 9(b))(DP/GC/XXVII/CRP.8)

41. Mr. BA-ISSA (Democratic Yemen) indicated a number of drafting changes in the
draft decision. The words "which is" should be omitted from the third line of
paragraph I and~ at the end of that paragraph~ the words "on the role of qualified
national personnel" should be replaced bY the words "and of the views expressed

sesozon . In paragraph 2 the words "made in" shouldthereon at the twenty-seventh ~ "
be reple~ced by "contained in sections 4 and 5 of", In the third line of paragraph 4~
the words "adoption of a decision on" should be replaced by the words "its
consideration of" and in the fourth !ine 9 the word "system" should be added after
"United Nations".

42. ~Ir. BOURGOIS (Secretary of t!~e Governing, Council) suggested~ in response 
a comment by the observer for S~eden~ that the following preambular paragraph should
be added: "Recognizing the vital importance of human resources development for the
economic and social progress of developing countries".

43. The draft decision was adopted as so amended.

Reviewof ~resen% Practices and proposals for enhancing the collective involvement
of the developing countries in the detezmination of priorities for in~eroountrF~r0grammes ’ and in the identification and initiation of regional pro~ects and

activitie s (agenda itemS(b ~ (ii))(DP/GC/X~VII/CPd?.4)

44. Mr~ GAJENTAAN (Netherlands) referred to the comments made by his delegation~in
the course of the general debate~ on the potential role of the regional commissions
in the collective involvement of the developing countries in the determinatibn of
priorities for intercountry programmes. In keeping with those comments~ his
delegation had intended to submit an ~mendment to the draft decision to ~eflect
subparagraph 9(a) of document DP/435~ in the light of the detailed and satisfactory
reply of the Admiristrator~ however~ i% would refrain from proposing an amendment.

45. ~Ir. ]£%l{E(Senegal)~ referring to paragraph 2 of draft decision DP/GC/XXVII/CRP.49
said that Africa had been dismembered and balkanized and was seeking to escape from
that situation with the help of those who had brought it about and of the international
community~ in particular~ U~UDP. }leasures to Counteract that balhanization were
envisaged in the strategy worked out by the African Heads of State at their meeting
in Lagos. He emphasized the important role which Dq~DP could play in Africa~
welcomed past efforts in that direction and thanked Mr. ~dorse and Mr. Doo I£ingu@~
the Assistant Administrator and Director of the Regional Bureau for Africa. Among
Africanprojects in which U~P in collaboration with other agencies~ FAO in
particular icould become involved during the third programming cycle were the studies
on rivers and river basins~ adaptable vegetable species~ underground water resources9
and sources of renewable energy~ including solar energy, He hoped in particular that
the regional projects referred to in paragraph 2 of the draft decision would be
productive~ especially during the Transport and Communications Decade in Afrioa~
and would contribute to the self-reliance of the region and to the developmen t of
communications within the context of the establishment Of the new international
economic order.
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46. Hr. BOURGOIS (Secretary of the Coverning Council) referred to the Governi~
Council’s decision 25/30~ by which the Administrator was required to provide a statement
of financial implications before the Council took a decision. Accordi~ly~ the
Admmnms tra~or ~ W.l~.~_ed,:.t_o~..g~.~m. t~ ~.C .... nc.m.l~-..~s%~ ~ in -the. ~ !:igh-~- o f informati-~n- provided
by each Director of L~PLs Region~l Bureau~ <luring their statements under ....
agenda item 6 (Country and intercountry programmes and projects)~ draft
decision DP/GC/XXVII/CPdR.4 had no financial implications which could not be
absorbed within already approved allocations.

47. Draft decision DP/GC/XXVII/,CP~P.4 was adopted.

Cpuntry and intercountr.y pro.grammes &nd projects (agenda item 6) (DP/Tc/xxvII/CRP,9)

48. Hr. TS!EN (Deputy Assistant A@ministrator~ Regional Bureau for Asia and the
~cific) assured members of the Council that all the Regional Bureaux had taken
careful note of the comments and suggestions made by delegations durir$." the debate.
He wished in particular to assure the delegation of Japan that the suggestiens<made
in the Governing Council would be taken into account during the periodic reviews Of
the country programmes and continuous programming. Country programme priorities
did not necessarily coincide with national development priorities but rather reflected
the Government’s views regarding the most appropriate use that could be made of the
limited U}~P resources available. TheLrepresentative e£ Japanhad asked for a more’
detailed breakdown of the proposed Programme Reserve allocation for Fiji~ details
were’DxDDc%ed from ~!~e _Government of~ F-i~i an.d~would be~ provided as soon ~s they ........
became available.. ........................ .... " .........

l .....
....................... ¯ ; .. . ... .... 1..

49. Hr. KUNIGI (Japan) stressed that the Secretariat should transmit the information
as soon as it was received. His Government was most anxious that assistance should
be g£ven %o Fiji but considered that members of the Council should be informedl. In
regard ;to the parenthetical reference to Fiji in par~ Iii of draft
decision DP/GG/XXVII/CPdR.9, he inquired whether the resources to be allotted woul~
come from the .Programme Reserve or from another source. He asked~ in addition~ what
the consequences would be if the Council adopted the part in parenthesis together
with the rest of the draft decision.

50. Hr. TSIEN (Deputy Assistant Administrator~ Regional Bureau. for Asia and the
P.acifi~c) assured the council that the Secretariat would circulate information a.~ou9i
Fiji as soon as it was received, in reply to the Japanese representative’s other

question~ he stated that the assistance to the Government of Fiji would come from
the Programme Reserve~ the question of financial implications had been refer’red to
the Budgetary and Finance Committee~ as indicated in the. sentence in parentheses in
part III of the :draft decision~ in order to determine what funds would be available
if the Council approved such assistance.

51. Mr. SZNAJDER (Poland), referring" to paragraph 2 of draft decision DP/G~XVII/CRP.9,
said that his delegation approved the proposed country programmes, in particular
thoseifor Ethiopia, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic and Viet ~,lam. The case of
Vfet Nan merited the special attention of U%TDP~ for that country was not only a
developip@ country but had suffered severely during its war of independence~ it was
currently making a huge reconstruction effort in which DNDP should play its part.

52. Draft decision ,DP/GC/XXVII/C~P,.9 Was adopted..



~ Com_Drehen_sive report to the General Assembl~[ on U~U]P and the new International

t

(a) UNITED NATIONS 9~0}YD FOR POPULATIOI,7 ACTIVITIES

(i) rel)o of me Executive Directo 197 activities 

54. l~r. AL SHAI~R (BsJ~rain) comprehended %he high ouali%y of the report entitled 
"The State of Bal~rain" report of the mission on needs asscssment for population

~ssistance", x,~hich had been written as a result of %he mission mentioned in
par~raph 82 of document DP/464. Bs31rain’s 55 islm~_ds represented a total amea
of 622 square kilometres, with a population of 570~000 i~i~abits~its; the ootmt~g thus
had a population density of more %ham 550 persons per square kilometre. A high
degree of urb8m concentration e~%d one of the nmcne~ ~ 3opulation growth rates in the
world explained why the Government of SeA,rain attached Great importance to the finalizes
m~0 reco~mnend~.~zons of the mission.

Pt. The mission had recommended a multi-secto~-~al .prod~o~m~e of assistance fzom DI{FPA
~ma other interested a6"encies covering’: tz’aining in ~ne field of data collection,
u~.~J~, interpretation, population-related activities in %he fields of maternal ~.
child health, fs~ily plsmning, health education m~d social development. The
Gove~ent of Be/~rain was in particulsD: need of assisto~.ce in connexion with tlie
1981 census a/~d, through the U~{DP office im D~J~rain, had c.!ready sul)mitted a request
to U~TFPA for th~% purpose, In order to im]p!emen% the ~.tission’s recon~nenda%ions, the
Govemmnent had requested o~ssistomce in the followin~’ fields: ~aternal cad chi!C~ heo~l.th,
fm.~ily planningb .<igration and empioymenl., po!icios~ %rainin{’ in population xnxo.cm~.~"-’~xon,
promotion of the inte<{.ration of ~omen in co~,~ntu~i%y dc~elopmcnt. B~d~roin ho.d benefited
from U!D2.PA o.ssistomce in -[;he past o]~d would be hec;vily - ..... ~ ....t~eOcn[~no on such aid in the
fU-~Ur e.

~ha~ donor cow,retries would increase their contributions56. His delegction hoped ~’" ~
to U}~PA to help solve the ms~y ala~maing problems fc~ced by the international cordiality
in the field of population sad development. In order %o ms~intuin the effectiveness
of the Fund, the Governing Cotmci! should c, ive favourable consideration to the proposals
of the Executive Director for stren,Ttheninc %he capc.cit~ ~ of its staff.

57. lit. I’i~’G (China)congr~ttulated U~PA s_ud its Executive Director, }~r. Sa<las,
~.’ m~d. Ik~ri_u G ~n~ 1900 ’on the.nrog’ross ~crmeve~" ~ by the ~ s, mci~y developing countries,

including Chino.~ would p~,~ incre:~sing’ a bten.:;io~ to the prc.ctico~l problems ~.risinG
from %heir populo.tion growth. In that context, his delegation endorsed the worh pleas
for the coming four years con b~ined in l~h ~. Salas’ report (DP/464). Donor co~uutries
had increased their contributions during %he past decu.Ce, ]out needs Would be so gre<:t
during the Conxing years thc)~t the developed cotmtries in p~<r%ieular should provide
incro~:sed fincmciul support.
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50. Particulalqyduring@he- ~ tp,,~s rye ~j-et~rs, co-opera%ibn betw@@n U~IFPA ~m~ % ~e
Chinese Government had been further er~co&. On 5 i~ty !97~~ c, ii~i~sion !f@acle~! by .....
I,~’. Gille, Deputy Executive Director of -the ~-kuqd, had visited China and had signed
a memorandum of unde]~standing concerning assisted-me in the following projects:
population census talcing, family plslnling pro~’rs~zue, population education, research
on productive endocrinology, demographic training’ ~ud research, production of
contraceptives and instruments. Other missions had assisted the eopropriate Chinese
se-,cvices in drafting project proposals a~d specific project documents~ and preparatory
~,iork on such projects was well under way.

59. The formulation of a correct population policy ~aS of ,~reat importance to China,
a co~ultz~y with a population of nearly one billion. Fa~,/ly planning was a lonc-teT_~a
ts, sk but progress had been made and the naOural population Growth rate had dropped
%o 1.17 per cent in 1979. Nevertheless, the population ~ras still growihg by more
tLuml I0 million a yeaz ~ a~d China had therefore adopted the target rate of zero
population ~rowth by the end of the century. !n purer<it of that target his Gove!mment
encouraged couples to have only one child in the densely populated areas s~Id for that
purpose was relying on infomnation a~cl incentive measures, ~Tithout compulsion or s~%y
measure detrimental to the menta,l state o~’~([ healt]~ of women.

60 Nothwithstanding such progress, China still had ~_~mch to leaz~n in the fields of
toc]~olog~j and equipment. He hopec], therefo.ro that t]~e Governing Council would o~v~ ~<

favourable consideration %o his count~%~’s needs c~:’~d ~,~ould adopt the recommendations
contsAned in docm~ent DP/FPA/II/Add.22 submitted by %he Executive Director. China l~ad
bc6mn to contribute %o UNFPA in 1979 on a me,lest scale, ~-~d a gradual increase coul&
Le e~>ee%ed as the country’s economy Grew. China ~as prepared to exchange experience
~ith other countbies and would discuss ~ith Dq,IFPA a number of TCDC projects involving
the org’m~ization of study tours in China s~o.d the provision of contraceptives ~u~d
inst~nents to other developing cou]~trics.

61. ~. LEII(VANC (Norway) commeudcd U}YFPA for the s~ppo~% ~,~hich it had given to some
2,000 projects since its cst~blishment in 1969. If6 considered that the
General Assembly had made an appropriate decision in its resolution 34/104 when it
had invited the Governing Council to devote a, specific time to adequate and scpars~%c
consideration of it~ms r~,,lating to UNFPA~ his delegation had advocated such a step
for some tim~ past, ~md Nor~ay had supported the Colombo Declaration on Population
D,,~vclopmcnt which had called for the str~ngthcnin G of %h~. z-olc and functions of
DI,rFPA.

62. He welcomed the information given by the Executive Director in his report but,
for purposes of comparison~ ~:~ould have liked details reCa~mdin~ the perfomao/~ce of
the pozogramme before 1979. Too much emphasis ho, d been ~jiven to projection}s; he
considered that futdre reports should contain more complete statistical dmta.

65. His delegation hoped that UNFPA ~.~ould shortly reo~ch its target of alloc~ting"
t~,~o-thirds of resources to priority cotu~t~’ies, in keeping’ ~ith the Governin~ Co~mcil’s
decision. It also hoped that increased resources would continue to be shifted from
intercoun%ry ~ctivities to country projects so %h~%, ]~y 1982, 75 per cent at least of
tot~l programmes resources would be devoted to cot~t~% r uctivities, in accordance ~ith
the Gove~ing Co~u~cil’s decision.



64. He welcomed the principle ths t~ in future, U~PA progrsmmes ~rould be s:do1~$ed
for the entire proposed ~eriod rs,-~her %ha.n ~ ~ " ...... .re-~uom! ,, sea every two years As fs,r
as techlmies,lco-o~er3.~ ~’~±on_ among develo0inC_ , eo<mtries ~,m,s coucerned~ his delegation
supported the practice of LtZI’I~:. of relyi>~g increasingly on ’;he e~:pertise~ training
and research facilities of those cotmtries. It eonsidered~ moreover~ %ha,t a.n

_ ~hou_~ be e:.~ecutec~ directly by theincrea,sed number of ~,~opula,~ion a.otivi4~ies o ~ ~ . _
developing countries t.hemselves.

65, Noting that ~’~,~PA projected 3,n increase in the programme to 3, total level of
$~791 million for the 19GI-1984 period~ he said that in his opinion that goal was
too ambitious, In the light of $he current trend for official development
a, ssis{a,nce to sta.gns.te and in view of the shortfall from pledge projections in 1979~
the Fund should be realistic in accepting limits,tions~ if not reductions, His
delegation would favour the formulation of s. con-~ingency plan for the following
years based on the 1980 level of resources. Should cuts in the programme become
necesss,ry~ the only ws,y in which s. political consensus could be reached would be
by making a, fla.t~ across-the-board percentage reduction in the various progrsmmes.
In such a,n eventua.lity~ his delete.rich would suggest tha,$ the Executive Director
~houla approach the recipient countries having the is,rgest U}TPPA progrs,mmes and
should encours,ge tH@m tb relinquis11 V,o~unta,rily s. larger part of their D}TFPA resources
than their normal share. His delegation found it difficult %o subSc-ribe to the .....
proposed targets for resource growth~ in ps.rticular~ the projection of s, 25 per cent
incres.se in resources from 1980 $o 1981. In the current situation~ his delegation
would find i~ difficult to agree to s, chs.nge in the approvs.l s,uthori%y.

66. In .conclusion~ he expressed the hope that UI.TFPA would continue to ma,ke
population dynamics one of its chief coneerns~ by assisting Governments to focus on
~,ra,ys in which population policy could be integrated into their development
policies and progrs,mmes.

67. ~.{r. GADEL }½K (Egypt) said that fihe magnitude of the project now presen$ed 

,iiO20 million~ confirmed the interest genera,ted in developingthe Council~ totalling ~’"
countries for pop~&a.tion activities. Since most countries of %he third world had
adopted 3 ~.rell-defined population policy and needed increased a, ssista,nce in that
s,res,~ he urged a,ll countries to increa, se their contribution %o [~[FPA to enable it
to meet that demand. In that conne::ion he referred to the recommendation adopted
by the International Co,reference of P3,rlismentaris,ns on Population and Developmen%~
held in Colombo~ that aid for population activities should be increased to
{’;i billion by 1984.

68. !n order to maints,in the efficacy of ~<EPA~ the Governing Council should allow
the Executive Director to recruit the professionals needed and make the necessary
reclassifications in his staff, In view of the ms,gnitude of progrsmmes in the
various regions~ his delegs,tion trusted that the Council would, s~prove the
administrative budget (DP/483).

69. He was pleased to note the excellent wo~{in~ relationship between his country
s.nd ~PA. The Egyptian Government ~.ra, s very gr3.teful for %he Fund’s support~ which
had already helped it to s,chieve some of the objectives of the nation-wide
population progra.mmes. He welcomed the proposs.l for sending a, needs assessment
mission to Egypt in September~ its recommends.tions would serve as a. basis for
formula,tingthe ne~,r programme for 1981-1984. Hehoped that on tha.t occasion UNFPA
would take a,ccount of E~t’s current economic difficulties and provide support
on a,n even greater scale than in the past.



70. Mr. DARSA (Indonesia) said that the progress recorded by U~PA in 1979 augured
well for the near future. However, having played an important part in promotinG
demographic concerns in the 1970s, U~FPA was now faced with a ne~J demand for the
1980s.~ In view of the close relationships between population matters and economic,
social, and political development, his delegation welcomed the action t~en by the
General Assembly at its thirty-fourth session to streno~then the Fund’s position in
the United Nations system. It was his delegation’s firm belief that the Assembly’s
action would enable the Fund to respond adequately to the growing needs of the
develoPing countries. Greater attention to new fields such as population dynamics
should not, however, divert resources from more traditional pursuits such as data
collection snd family planning progrs~mes.

71. He noted with satisfaction that in 1979 the allocation of resources to family
planning programmes had increased by over 15 per cent over the 1978 figure, smd that

UNFPA had provided substantial assistance in the development of manufacturing plants
for the Production of contraceptives and in support of community-based family
planning programmes. Moreover, improvements in programming capacity had enabled
UNFPA to allocate funds in advance, thus facilitating the p!s~ning of national
progrsmme budgets by governments. UNFPA was also to be congratulated upon the

excellent quality of two of its publications~ Population facts at hand end
World ~opulation and deve!o~ment, which contained the most comprehensive information
on population matters even made available to the general public.

72. Despite those positive developments~ a great deal still remained to be done in
order to achieve the targets set at the World Population Conference held in
Bucharest. His delegation therefore appealed to all donor countries to increase the
resources they provided to UNFPA to enable it to meet increasing population needs
even more effectively.

73. Referring to the case of his own country, he said that Indonesia had long
recognized the relationship between population growth and socio-economic development,
and in its current five-year development plan the Indonesian Government had .......
reaffirmed its long-term objectives of reducing fertility~ increasing life-expectancy,
reducing mortality and modifying geographical imbalances. To implement the last
objective the Government was relocating people from the densely populated areas of
Java and Bali to tunder-populated areas. That redistribution of population was
accompanied by increased emphasis on rural development. In order to improve the
statistical data that were essential for its population policy, more regular and
frequent population censuses were necessary. Fsmily planning programmes had enabled
Indonesia to decrease its population growth rate from almost 3 per ~ cent to almost
2 per cent in ten years, stud that policy would be continued.

74. But despite the tremendous efforts and the progress already made, there were
still enormous population problems to be solved, and even though Indonesia was
prepared to assume its full responsibility in that area, the co-operation of the
international community~ particularly UNFPA~ would be ~velcomed. He hoped, therefore,
that the Council would give positive consideration to the recommendations submitted
in document DP/FPA/II/Add.19 concerning assistance to the Government of Indonesia.

75. Mr. DEAC (Romania) said that in its ten years of existence D~FFPA had made good
progress. It had supported nearly 2,000 projects of which abou~ 1,000 had been
completed by the end of 1979. Cumulative allocations for projects had passed the
half billion dollar mark. World population problems had changed greatly in those
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ten years: there was a better understanding of the problems and the means :of
solving them had improved. The World Population Conference held in Bucharest in
1974 had given significant momentum to that progress, for it had led to a general
recognition of the importance of the population factor as an indispensable part of
economic and soci~l development.

76.. The Romanian Government greatly appreciated the work of the Executive Director
of,UNFPA in increasing -the assistance given to the developing countries, ~ud
intended to continue its co--operation with the Fund. Since 1979 Romania 10ad
been a donor country ~d he hoped that his cotmtry’s pledge would be mentioned in
document DP/464. Moreover, the Government of Romania had decided to continue to
finance, jointly with the Fund, the activities of the United Nations/Roms~ian centre
for training and research for developing: countries in the special field of the
interrelationship of population and development (~DOR). An agreement concerning
the centre.had recently been signed in Ne~ York. That was a successful form of
co-operation between the Government of a developing country and tl~e Fund and a
practics.! example of implementing the Buenos Aires Plan of Action on TCDC. With the
support of U~rFPA the Centre would be able to continue and diversify its activities,
and his delegation was grateful to the Executive Director for his support.

77. The Romam_ian delegation considered that the Executive Director~s~d been right
to ask for full approval authority for 1981 of the revised Work Plan 1981-1984,
and for partial approval authority for 1982-..83, and it supported that request.

Moreover, it approved all the projects proposed in document DP/FPA/II/Add.I-25~
including the project for China (DP/FPA/II/Add.2), for it strongly believed that a

country ~lith a population of almost one billion committed to stabilizing its
population ought to be assisted by the Fund. It also endorsed the recommendations
in paragraph 50(a)(ii), (a)(iii), and (b) of DP/FPA/II /Add.26. It
considered the !981 budget estimate for the administrative stud programme support
services as well as the 1980 supplementary appropriation (DP/483) justified and
could approve them,

78. Mr. RUSO (Finland) ss.~id that , given the complex nature of population problems,
UNFPA had perforated remarkably well in 1979 and had made considerable progress’
towards its goal of allocating two-thirds of programme resources to priority

countries. Im that connexion, he hoped that UNFPA would pay special attention to
the priority countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, which seemed to be
lagging behind some~,~hat in programme implementation. Since a great many new
programmes had been formulated on the basis of recommendations by needs assessment
missions, UNFPA should send such missions regularly particularly to countries
which, because of a lack of specialized national institutions dealing with population
activities, might have absorption problems. The strengthening or establishment of

,national infrastructures for population activities could also offer opportunities
for TCDC, and UNFPA could have an important role to play in that regard. Guidelines
on needs assessment, project identification add appraisal, regional priorities,
interim interviews, post-evaluation and over-all financial implications would
greatly help all countries in identifying primarv needs ~ud preparing project
propo s al s.

79. Intercountry activities should, however, be concentrated on priority areas ~nd
on ~ limited number of major programmes. In 1979, intercountry programmes had
accounted for nearly 30 per cent of the Fund’s activities~ if the 25 per cent level
~las to be reached ~lithout a decrease in real terms, a substantial and rapid .... :
increase in total resources would be needed~ Finland for its part considered that
continued priority should be given to programmes at the country level, and fully
endorsed the growing trend to~Jards direct government execution of UNFPA projects.
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80. Turning to financial matters, he said that his delegation shared the
Executive Director’s concern about general economic conditions and high inflation
rates. Clearly, a special effort should be made to increase resources so as to
ensure effective planning and implementation of the programme. But it was probably
optimistic %o expect that in 1981 contributions would increase by 25 per cent over
the 1980 total, especially in the light of the shortfalls in anticipated
contributions in the current year. In order to find additional ne~¢ resources, UNFPA
might consider financing programmes jointly with the regional development banks.
~Itilaterai and bilateral programmes, ~ioh had given very encouraging results so
far, should also be promoted.

81. The Finnish Government attached great importance to the full participation of
women in population programmes, and he noted with satisfaction in that respect that
UNFPA had made a significant contribution to preparations for the ~Iorld Conference
of the United Nations Decade for ]~omen to be held in Copenhagen in July.

82. He was confident that U}~PA ~fould continue to play an important catalytic role
in thepopulation field.

83. Mr. LIBTAU (Federal Republic of Germany) said that, despite certain
shortcomings, what had been achieved by U~PA in 1979 could be considered very
positive. In particular the situation with respect to unallocated resources had
improved gmeatly and a record implementation rate of 84 per cent had been achieved
in 1979. The question now ~¢as whether the forecasts of increased contributions for
1981 and subsequent years were not over-optimistic, unless of course the
ExecutiveDirector had good reason tOthink that enough donors would providelamger
contributions. That would unfortunately not be possible for the Federal Republic
of Germany, which because of budgetary constraints would not be able to increase
its contributions to the same extent as in the previous yeams. UITFPA could not be
reproached for submitting ambitious, sometimes costly, programmes~ but it was
necessary to be realistic and to bear in mind the need for a sound and cautious
financial policy even at the planning stage. U~PA should therefore apply with
caution the figures given in table 3 of document DP/664, which in any case were only
indicative, so as not to run the risk of having to reduce the programmes
considerablyif resources failed to materialize. In that connexion, his delegation
hoped that the Executive Director would study the possibility of improving planning
procedures so that UNFPA was not caught unawares if the contributions actually paid
fell short o£ the forecast. If reductions did become necessary, they should be made
pro rata. Moreover, intercountry progmammes could also provide a certain margin
for manoeuvre.

84. With respect to the request for approval authority submitted by the
Executive Director in document DP/482 ~ he agreed that the improvement of programming
capacity had enabled UNDP to allocate funds in advance and that even better
programming implementation could be expe:cted if project budgets were approved well
in advance of implementation. Nevertheless, great care had to be taken since
official approval of a programme constituted a moral and political commitment. Since
it already seemed doubtful whether the 1981, 1982 and 1983 financial targets would
be achieved, a compromise solution was needed. The question should be examined in
detail by the Budgetary and Finance Committee.

85. Turning to the priority activities for 1981-1984, he said that he still
believed that UNFPA should continue to lay stress on family planning programmes,
but suggested that perhaps more resources should be devoted to special pro~am_mes
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for women, children, young people and old people, and bo multi-sectoral activi%ies~
and a little less to data collection and population dynamics projects. It would
be for Hr. Salas to decide whether a better balance among the various sectors
could be achieved.

86. His delegation wished to reiterate its confidence in the Executive Director and
the staff of UNFPA. It ~ould continue to support the ]~und, for it firmly believed
that its role as a catalyst in the field of population and family planning would be
of decisive importance in solving development problems.

The meetin~ rose at 1.09 ~.m.


